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l. Introduction 
Banach spaces whose elements are functions have occupied many 
mathematicians in recent years. A thesis by W. A. J. LuxEMBURG (l] 
and a paper by W. A. J. LuxEMBURG and A. C. ZAANEN [l] contain 
many of the noteworthy results in this field, including some important 
new results. H. Nakano and his school have extensively investigated 
those Banach spaces, in particular, function spaces, whose nor:rps arise 
from a kind of convex functional on the space, called a "modular". See 
especially NAKANO's two books [1], [2], in which norm properties of 
these' spaces are deduced from properties of the modular. This article is 
the first of two, in which is considered a partial solution of the reverse 
problem for function spaces: Which norms on Banach function spaces 
arise from modulars which are completely additive in a certain sense, 
and what are the forms of these modulars? The present paper 1) contains 
introductory material; while the second, to appear under the title 
Representations by modulars of certain norms on Banach function spaces, 
treats the problem itself. 
In what follows, .fF = < Ll, p,, A> will always stand for a measure space .fF 
consisting of a a-ring A of p,-measurable subsets of a point set Ll, where 
p, is a non-negative, countably additive, a-finite, non-atomic measure, 
such that p,(LI) > 0. cp will denote the empty set; A C B will denote 
inclusion of sets; A C B will denote proper inclusion. If A is a set, XA 
will stand for its characteristic function. 
Let M be the set of all complex-valued, measurable functions with 
domain Ll, and let P= {!EM: f(x) ~ 0 for all x ELl}. Assume given a 
function e from P to the half-line (0, oo ], obeying at least the first two 
of the following four conditions (due to Luxemburg and Zaanen, in their 
articles already cited): 
1) Most of this research was carried out while I was at the University of Leiden, 
holding a student Fulbright grant from the U. S. Government. This paper is part 
of a doctoral thesis submitted to Harvard University. My warm thanks go to Profes-
sor L. H. LooMIS of Harvard, who suggested the original problem, and to Professor 
A. C. ZAANEN of Leiden University, for their great kindness in overseeing this research, 
and for many valuable suggestions rendered. 
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(P1) For all f E P, e(f) = 0 if and only if f(x) = 0 a.e.; if /1, /2 E P then 
eU1 + /2):;:;: e(f1) + e(f2); iff E P, and a~ 0 is a real number, then e(af) = ae(f). 
(P2) If {in} is a sequence of elements of P such that, for almost all 
X E LJ, fn(X) t f(x), then [!(fn) t [!(f). 
Choose now a fixed sequence {Lln} of finitely measurable elements of 
A such that Lll c L12 c ... and L1 = UI00L1n; call a set E E A bounded if 
E C Lin for some n>O. 
(P3) If E is bounded, e(XE) < =. 
(P4) If E is bounded, there exists o;;:AE<= such that, for all f E P, 
the Lebesgue integral fE f dfk:;:;: AE e(f). 
Iff EM then Ill E P. Let II til= e(lfl). Let X be the linear space, with 
the usual algebraic operations, of all f EM (we really mean, of all 
equivalence classes modulo the set of fk-null members of M, of functions 
f EM, but we will as is customary speak of the elements of X as 
"functions"), such that llfll <=. For f EX, let llfllx=llfll; then, with 
norm ll·llx, X is a normed linear space. Indeed, a method due to J. von 
Neumann and H. Weyl can be used to show that X is complete in this 
norm; i.e., X is a Banach space. (LuxEMBURG [1], Ch. 1, § 1, theorem 1). 
Furthermore, if lim llfn-fllx=O, where f, fn EX, then the sequence 
n-->oo 
{in} has a subsequence which converges pointwise to f a.e. on L1; any 
subsequence of {in} has also this property. These two properties, com-
pleteness of X and existence of convergent subsequences, hold true even 
if e obeys (P1) and (P2) only. 
We will use the term Banach function space for any space X of functions, 
generated in this way by such a functional [!, called a length function, 
from P to [0, = ], obeying at least (P1 ), (P2), and (P3). If E E A, we 
will write X(E) for the closed linear subspace of X consisting of all f EX 
such that f vanishes a.e. on Ll-E; in particular, X(Ll)=X. 
Let X be a Banach function space whose generating length function e 
obeys (P1), (P2), P(3), and (P4). For all g E P, define 
e'(g) =sup {f fg dfk: f E P, e(f):;:;: 1 }. 
Then e' obeys (P1)-(P4), so, setting \\g\\x'=[!'(lgl) and letting X' be 
the linear space of all gEM such that \\g\\x'<=, we obtain a second 
Banach function space X' whose norm is given by 
!\g\\x'=sup {If fgdfkl: f EX, llfllx;;:1}. 
X' is called the associate space of X. If X and X' are mutually associate, 
i.e. X"= (X')'= X isometrically, we say X is perfect. It is not difficult 
to show that X' and X" are perfect, but the fact that X is itself perfect 
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lies quite deep, and was first proved by LUXEMBURG in 1954 (LUXEMBURG 
[1], Ch. 1, § 1, theorem 4, and LuxEMBURG and ZAANEN [1], § 4, theorem 1). 
The associate space X' is not always identical with the conjugate space 
X* of all bounded linear functionals; a simple counterexample is X= L 00(LI ), 
for which X'=Ll(LI) C X*. 
We now introduce the concept of a "modular". Let V be a complex 
vector space. Following NAKANO [1], § 78, we call a functional m from 
all of V into [0, oo] a modular if it has the following six properties: 
(M1) m(O)=O. 
(M2) For all x E V and all complex e with lei= 1, m(x) =m(ex). 
(M3) If x E V, there ex'ists A.>O such that m(A.x)<oo. 
(M4) If x E V, and m(A.x)=O for all A.>O, then x=O. 
(M5) If IX, (3 are non-negative real numbers with IX+ (3 = 1, and x, y E V, 
then m(~Xx+f3y):;;;;.1Xm(x)+f3m(y). 
(M6) For all x E V, m(x) =sup {m(A.x): 0:;;;;. A.< 1 }. 
If there exists a modular m on V, V is called a modulared space. 
Let m be a modular defined on V. From the convexity (M5) of m, 
we easily deduce that, for all x E V, all IX> 1, and all e, O:;;;;.e:;;;;_ 1, we have 
(1) ~Xm(x):;;;;. m(~Xx), m(ex):;;;;. em(x). 
It is well-known (NAKANO [1], § 81) that the modular m induces a 
norm 11·11 on V, called the modular norm, with respect to which V is a 
normed linear space. The unit sphere in this norm, i.e., the set 
{xE V:llxll:;;;;.1}, is exactly {xE V:m(x):;;;;.1}. The modular norm is given 
by the Minkowski functional: llxll=inf{A.-1 :A.>O,m(A.x):;;;;.1}. 
The following elementary properties of m are easily proved (see, e.g., 
the proof of lemma 1 of LuxEMBURG [1 ], Ch. 2, § 2). 
Lemma IX. For x E V, llxll:;;;;. 1 if and only if m(x):;;;;. 1; in fact, llxll:;;;;. 1 
implies m(x):;;;;.llxll, and llxll > 1 implies m(x)~llxll· 
Lemma (3. m(x)= 1 implies llxll = 1. 
Lemma y. If there exists A.o>1 such that m(A.ox)<oo, then llxll=1 
implies m(x) = 1. 
(To prove this, note first that, since the function A. --+ m(A.x) is convex, 
it is continuous at A.= 1). 
We now assume, once and for all, that ,u(LI) < oo. In what follows, 
we will as usual ignore the distinction between "functions" and "equi-
valence classes of functions, modulo the set of all ,u-null functions". 
The linear operations are, of course, always the standard ones of addition 
and scalar multiplication of "functions". 
Lemma 1. Suppose X and Y are subspaces of M, considered as a 
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linear space, which are also modulared spaces with modulars m1 and m2, 
respectively. Assume that m1 and m2 have the following additional properties: 
(M7) If {In} is a sequence of elements of X 11 P such that fn(x) t f(x) 
a.e. as n --+ oo, then f EX and m1(fn) t m1(f), or m1(fn) t oo; and similarly 
for Y. (Note: This implies automatically Nakano's property (M6).) 
(MS) If f EX then Ill EX and m1(f)=m1(l/l), and if, also, hEM 
with lfr(x)l ~ lf(x)l a.e., then hE X. Similarly for Y. (Note: This implies 
(M2).) 
(M9) For all E E A, XE EX 11 Y. 
(MlO) There exists a constant K, O<K <oo, such that if f EX 11 P, 
gEY11P,m1(f)~l, and m2(g)~l, then Jtgdtt~K. 
For all f EX and g E Y, set 
II fllx=inf {A-1: A> 0, m1(Af) ~ l }, 
llglly=inf {A-1: A>O, m2(Ag)~ 1}. 
Then X and Y with the modular norms II ·II x, II ·II y, respectively, are Banach 
funCtion spaces with the additional property (P4). Furthermore, Y C X'; 
in fact, if g E Y then llgllx'~KIIgiiY (where K is given by (MlO)); similarly 
for X and Y'. 
Proof. From the properties (Ml)- (M9) for m1 only, are easily deduced 
(Pl), (P2), (P3} for X and the length function ll·llx. A similar statement 
holds for Y. To prove (P4) for ll·llx, we need properties of both modulars. 
Given EEA, choose AE>O such that m2(AEXE)~l. Set AE=K/AE, K 
being given by (MlO). Take any f E P; we are to show that fEfd u~AEII!IIx. 
No proof is necessary unless 0<11/llx<oo. The normwise unit sphere in X 
is {hEX:m1(h)~l}, so m1(f/llfllx)~l. By (MlO), 
J AEXE II ~lx dtt ~ K, 
which proves the desired result. The proof of (P4) for Y is the same and 
the rest follows by definition of the associate norms ll·llx', II· h'· 
We immediately have also: 
Lemma l a. If XC M is a modulared space with modular m1 (nothing 
about m2 being said), and if m1 has the properties (Ml)- (M9) (the statements 
about m2 being deleted), then it is still true that X with the modular norm 
ll·llx is a Banach function space, obeying (Pl)- (P3). 
2. Variable Orlicz spaces 
Let cp be a non-negative, finitely-valued function on [0, oo ), non-
decreasing, left-continuous, and with cp(O) = 0, cp(u) > 0 for some u> 0. 
Then cp has at most a countable number of jump discontinuities. Let tp 
be defined as the inverse of cp, with the understanding that, if cp(u) jumps 
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at u=uo, then 1p(v)=uo for q;(u0 - )<v~q;(uo+ ), and if q;(u)=c for 
uo<u~u1 but q;(u)<c for u<uo, then 1p(c)=u0 • Furthermore, let 1p(O)=O, 
and if lim q;( u) = L < oo, then 1p( v) = oo for v > L. Then 1p is non -decreasing 
u--->00 
on [0, oo) and left-continuous at all v for which 1p(v) < oo. Then q; and 1p 
are Lebesgue measurable on [0, oo). Given u, v6;;0, define <P(u) and 
IJI(v) by the Lebesgue integrals 
<J>(u) = f~ q;(t)dt, IJI(v) = f~ 1p(t)dt. 
The functions <!> and lJI thus defined are called complementary Young 
functions. Since q; is always finite, <J>(u) < oo; however, IJI(v) = oo is possible, 
in which case, we say that lJI jumps to infinity. We will call q; and 1p the 
generating functions of <!> and IJI, respectively. For details about the 
properties of Young functions the reader should consult Z.AANEN [1], 
Ch. 5, §§ 4--5. 
We assume again that ,u(Ll)<oo. Suppose there exists a mapping 
x ~ <l>x of all the points x E L1 into the set of all Young functions which 
do not jump to oo, so that, for each x ELl, <l>x is such a function. Let the 
generating function of <l>x be (/Jx, and let the Young function complementary 
to <l>x be Px, with generating function "Px· (Of course Px may jump to 
oo). For all xELI and all u,v6;;0, let <P(x,u)=<l>x(u) and IJI(x,v)=Px(v). 
We assume further the following: 
(F1) (a) Given A.6;;0, the function x~<J>(x,A.) of the variable xis 
measurable; (b) similarly for IJI. 
(F2) (a) There exists A.>O such that J.1 <J>(x, A.) d,u(x)<oo; (b) similarly 
for IJI. 
Given x ELl, <l>x, and Px where finite, are convex and hence continuous; 
in fact, Px(v)=Px(v-) for all v>O. <l>x and Px are non-decreasing 
functions of u and v. Thus, iff EM, approximating lfl by a non-decreasing 
sequence of non-negative measurable simple functions and applying the 
property (F1) shows that the functions x ~ <P(x, lf(x)l) and x ~ IJI(x, lf(x)l) 
are measurable on Ll. Given f, gEM we may thus define 
m(f) = J.1 <P(x, I f(x)l )d,u(x), 
m'(g) = fA IJI(x, lg(x) I )d,u(x), 
where m(f)=oo, m'(g)=oo are allowed. Let X be the set {f EM: there 
exists A.> 0 such that m(Af) < oo }, and Y the set {g EM: there exists 
A.>O such that m'(A.g)<oo}. X andY with the usual operations are then 
complex linear spaces. Given f EX and g E Y, define 
llfllx=inf {A.-1 : A.>O, m(Af)~ 1}, 
llglly=inf {A.-1 : A> 0, m'(A.g)~ 1 }. 
The -following theorem is essentially due to NAKANO [2], Appendix I. 
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Theorem l. X and Y, with the above norms, respectively, are Banach 
function spaces. Also Y C X'; for all g E Y, llgllx'~2llgh. Also XC Y'; 
for all /EX,II/IIY'~2II/IIx- X andY have the property (P4). 
Proof. By § l, lemma l, we have merely to show that the functionals 
m and m' have the properties (Ml)- (MlO) of § l, with K = 2. We first 
prove these for m. Only (M7) and (MlO) need a proof. But (M7) follows 
from the continuity of the Young functions ll>x and an application of the 
Lebesgue monotone convergence theorem. (MlO) follows by Young's 
inequality (ZAANEN ([l], Ch. 5, § 4, theorem l). For x ELl and u, v~O, 
we have uv ~ ll>(x, u) + P(x, v). If f EX !1 P, g E Y !1 P, m(f) ~ l, and 
m'(g) ~ l, substitute u = f(x), v = g(x) into the above and integrate over 
Ll, obtaining J.1 fg df1~ 2. The proofs for m' are only very slightly more 
complicated than those for m, since Px may jump to oo. 
By § l, lemma la, we have also: 
Theorem l a. If the mapping x ~ ll>x satisfies (Fl) (a) and (F2) (a) 
(nothing being said about the functions Px), then it is still true that X with 
the norm ll·llx is a Banach function space obeying (Pl)- (P3). 
The function spaces X and Y are of course modulared spaces with 
modulars m and m', and their norms are the respective modular norms. 
Definition l. A Banach function space X (or Y) obeying (Fl) (a) and 
(F2) (a) (or (Fl) (b) and (F2) (b)) will be called a variable Orlicz space, 
or VO-space. 
3. Simply parametrized variable Orlicz spaces. 
We assume again that f1(LI)<oo. We study now the VO-space X of§ 2. 
Definition l. The VO-space X will be called simply parametrized by 
the family .fF of Young functions if it has the following four properties: 
(Gl) There exists a family .fF={lJ>t: O~t~l} of Young functions lJ>t 
(tis an index, not an exponent), such that, for all x E LJ, there exists t E [0, l] 
such that lJ>t = ll>x. 
(G2) There exists a constant M < oo, such that for all t E [0, l] and all 
u~O, lJ>t(2u)~MlJ>t(u). 
(G3) If {tn} is a sequence in [0, l] converging to t, then for all u~O, 
lJ>tn(u) ~ lJ>t(u). 
(G4) There exists uo~O such that, if u>uo and O~t1<t2~l, then 
lJ>t1(u) < $t2(u). 
Furthermore, the family .fF will be said to be layered if it obeys: 
(G5) If O~h<t2~l and a>O, b>O, then there exists u~a such that 
bl!>h( u) < lJ>t2( u ). 
The reason for the mysterious condition (G5) will be explained in § 4. 
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Let X be a simply-parametrized VO-space. For all t E [0, 1 ], let 
Ge={x EL1: <Px=<Pt}. For each pair .. h, A2 with O;;;;A1 ;;;;Az;;;;1, let 
Lemma 1. For all A E [0, 1], the sets Gl-'.11 , G<-'.11 , Gw.-'l' and Gw.-<J 
are measurable. Thus, if 0;;;; A1;;;; Az;;;; 1, then Gl-'1.-'I!J is measurable. 
Proof. We will give the proof for Gl-'.ll only; the proof for Gw.-<J 
is similar, and the other three assertions follow by complementation, 
since for each x the t such that <Px = <J>t is, by (G4), unique. Let r1, r2, ... 
be all the rationals greater than uo, uo being given by (G4). Then 
G[.l,tJ={xEL1: Vu>uo, <Px(u)~<P-'(u)} 
= nn~l {x E L1: <i>x(rn) ~ <J>-'(rn)}. 
The first equation is easily verified. To prove the second, it Is only 
necessary to prove inclusion from right to left. Suppose 
Take any u>uo and let {un} be a sequence of rationals greater than u0 
such that Un t u. Then, by continuity of the convex Young functions 
<Px, <P-', and the fact that all the un's appear among the rn's, we have 
n->-oo n->-oo 
This proves the second equation. But, by (F1) (a), each set {x E L1: 
<Px(rn) ~ <P-'(rn)} is measurable. G[.<,tJ> being thus the intersection of a 
countable number of measurable sets, is itself measurable. 
We now choose once and for all a sequence {Sn} of subdivisions of 
[0, 1]. Let the nth subdivision Sn be O=tln<tzn< ... <t;n-1+1 = 1, with 
Sn a refinement of Sn-1 , and such that the norm of Sn tends to 0 as 
n --+ oo. We call {Sn} the standard sequence of subdivisions. Given 
n= 1, 2, ... and i, 1 ;;;;i;;;; 2n-1, let LJin=G[t~.t~+IJ; by lemma 1, L1in is 
measurable.Furthermore,foreachn,L1 =L1 1n U ... U L1Rn-IandL1innLJin=4> 
if i #- j. We may thus define the function <Pn on L1 x [0, oo) as follows: 
For x E L1 and u ~ 0, choose the unique i such that x E L1 in and set 
<Pn(x, u)=<J>in(u), where <Pin stands for the element <J>t, t=tin, of$'. 
Lemma 2. For all x and u, <P(x, u)= lim <Pn(x, u). 
n->-oo 
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Proof. The proof follows at once from (G3) and the properties of 
the standard sequence of subdivisions. 
Given n=1, 2, ... , for fixed A~O the function x ----'i>-if>n(X,A) is constant 
on each of the measurable sets LJin; therefore each if>n has the properties 
(F1) (a) and (F2) (a). For all f EM, let mn(f)= J.1if>n(x, lf(x)J)d,u(x), and 
let Xn = {f EM: there exists A> 0 such that mn(Af) < oo }. By § 2, theorem 
1a, Xn is a Banach function space with norm ll·llxn the modular norm 
of the modular mn. In fact, Xn is a VO-space simply parametrized by~. 
We abbreviate llfllxn by llflln-
Lemma 3. For all n= 1, 2, ... , all x ELl, and all u>uo, if>O(u);5; 
;5; if>n(x, u) ;5; if>(x, u) ;5; if>l(u). 
Proof. The lemma follows at once from (G4). 
Lemma 4. For all fEX,m(f)<oo. For all n>O and all fEXn, 
mn(f)<oo. 
Proof. The proofs of the two assertions are similar, and are immediate 
generalizations of a well-known proof in the theory of Orlicz spaces 
(e.g., ZAANEN [1], Ch. 5, § 5, theorem 2, corollary), using property (G2). 
Lemma 5. Let {V n} be a sequence of modulared spaces, the modular 
on each V n being Mn and the modular norm being lll·llln· Suppose that, 
for each n, V n+l is a subspace of V n (not necessarily closed), and, further, 
that Vo is a modulared space with modular M~ and modular norm lll·lllo, 
such that Vo is a subspace of the vector space ni"'Vn. Suppose further that 
each Mn has the property that, for all x E Vn, Mn(x)<oo. Assume finally 
that, for all x E Vo, Mo(x)= 1 whenever lllxlllo= 1. Then any x E Vo having 
the property that, for all A>O, lim Mn(Ax)=Mo(Ax), has also the property 
n->oo 
that lim lllxllln = lllxlllo· 
n->oo 
Proof. Let x E V0 be given such that, for all A>O, Mn(Ax) ----'i>-Mo(Ax) 
as n ----'!>- oo. Assuming that x # 0, we will prove that lllxllln/lllxlllo ----'!>- 1. 
Setting A= lllxlllo-1, we obtain 
Mn(Ax) ----'i>-Mo(Ax)=1 
(the equality comes from the fact that, for all y E Vo, IIIYIIIo= 1 implies 
M 0 (y)=1). Take any e, O<e<l. Then for all sufficiently large n, 
Mn(Ax)<1+e, 
or, by inequality (1) of § 1, 
Mn C~s) ;5; 1: 8 Mn(Ax)< 1; 
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that is, for all large n, 
(I) l!fJ.x[[[n~ l +e. 
Also, for all sufficiently large n, we have 
Mn(Ax)>l-e, 
or, by inequality (l) of § l, 
whence then 
(2) 1-e<I![J.xl![n 
Since (l) and (2) hold for all large n, the lemma is proved. 
The following theorem reveals the "direct integral" structure of the 
simply parametrized VO-space X: X can be thought of as being, in a 
sense, an infinite direct sum of a large number of "infinitesimally small" 
Orlicz spaces. More precisely, the norm of X is the limit of a sequence 
of norms, each of which is a direct sum norm of a finite number of 
Orlicz spaces. 
Theorem l. XC nf'Xn; in fact, X consists exactly of all f EM 
such that the sequence {11/![n} is bounded. Indeed, for all f EX we have 
flfllx= lim llff[n. 
n~oo 
Proof. Take any f EX and any n. We will show f E Xn. By lemma 4, 
m(f)<=. Let E1=LI[If!~uo] (the set of all x ELl such that lf(x)l~uo) 
and E2=LI [1/1 >uo]. Then 
mn(f)= fE,Wn(x, lf(x)l)d,u(x)+ fE,Wn(X, lf(x)l)d,u(x) 
~ JE,ll>n(x, uo + l )d,u(x) + JE,ll>(x, I f(x) I )d,u(x) 
~ W1(uo+ l),u(E1) +m(f) 
by lemma 3. Thus mn(f)<= and f E Xn. We have shown that XC nf'Xn. 
We will next show that, for all f E X, II Ill x =lim II f[[n. To this end,. we 
will apply lemma 5. First we must show that Xn+l C Xn. The subdivision 
8n+l is a refinement of the subdivision Sn, so that, if j is chosen such 




Therefore, if u> no we have by (04) that, for all x ELl, 
2n-l 2n 
(3) <Pn(x, u)= I <l>f(u)xJ;(x) ~ I <J>?+ 1 (u)xJ~H(x) = <Pn+I(x, u). 
i~l i~l ' 
Now, iff E Xn+b mn+I(f) < oo; by (3), rJLn(f) < oo, whence f E Xn. Therefore 
Xn+l C Xn, q.e.d. We note next that, by § 1, lemma y, llfllx= 1 implies 
m(f) ~~ 1. Finally, we prove that, for all f EX and all A> 0, mn(Af) --+ m(Af). 
For, let El=Ll[IA/I~uo], E2=L1[1Afl>uo]. If x EE1 and n=1, 2, ... ,then, 
by lemma 3, 
(4) <Pn(X, IAf(x)l) ~ <Pn(X, uo + 1) ~ <1>1(uo + 1 ), 
while if x E E2 and n= 1, 2, ... , we have 
(5) <Pn(x, !A/(x)l) ~ <P(x, IAf(x)! ). 
But A/ EX so m(Af) < oo. Therefore the function 
is summable. By lemma 2, and (4), (5), the sequence of functions 
<Pn(x, !A/(x)l) satisfies the hypotheses of the Lebesgue convergence 
theorem, with 
lim <Pn(X, IAf(x) I)= <P(x, IAf(x)l ). 
Therefore lim mn(Af) =m(Af), as desired. We have now satisfied all the 
conditions of lemma 5, with Vn=Xn. Vo=X, etc. We conclude that, 
for all f E X, II Ill x =lim II Ilk 
To complete the proof of the theorem, we must show that, if {!lf!ln} 
is bounded, then f EX. We may normalize if necessary so as to assume 
that llflln~ 1 for all n. Hence mn(f) ~ 1. By Fatou's lemma and lemma 2, 
m(f) ~lim inf mn(f) ~ 1. Hence f E X. 
Theorem 2. f EX if and only if the sequence {mn(f)} is bounded. 
Proof. If {mn(f)} is bounded, then, as earlier, Fatou's lemma and 
lemma 2 show that m(f) ~lim inf mn(f) < oo, so f EX. Conversely, suppose 
f EX. In the proof of theorem 1, we showed that, for all A> O,mn(Af) --+m(Af). 
Setting A= 1 proves, in particular, that {mn(f)} is bounded. 
4. An example 
We present an example of a simply-parametrized VO-space. Assume 
,u(Ll) < oo. Let p be an essentially bounded, real-valued, ,u-measurable 
function with domain Ll, such that, for almost all x ELl, 1 ~p(x). By 
re-defining p on a set of measure zero, we may assume 1~p(x)~A, for 
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all x ELl. Let <Po be a Young function which does not jump to oo; 
indeed we assume that there exists M 0 < oo such that, for all u:;:; 0, 
<Po(2u) ~ Mo<Po(u). For all x ELl and u:;:; 0, let <P(x, u) = <Px(u) = <Po(uP("'l). 
We will first show that, for each x ELl, the function <Px is a Young 
function. Let <Po have the generating function cp0 . Given x ELl, set 
cpx(u)=cpo(uP(z))p(x)uP(z)-1. Then J0ucpx(t)df=<Px(u), and since cp.x is a real-
valued, non-decreasing, left-continuous function on [0, oo), with cpx(O)=O, 
<Px is a Young function with generating function cpz. Since f/J0 does not 
jump to oo, neither does <Px. 
Let Px be the Young function complementary to <Px; let its generating 
function be 'lfz, so that cpa; and 'lfz are inverse (in the usual extended sense 
of § 2). Let lJf(x, v) = Px(v). 
It will now be shown that the functions <P and lJf have the properties 
(F1) and (F2). To prove (F1) (a), let .il.:;:; 0 be given. Then f/J(x, A)= <P0(}.P("'l); 
since .ii.P(z) is a measurable function of x, so is <Po(AP(zl), by properties 
of r/Jo. The proof of (F1) (b) is more delicate. Again take any A:;:;O. By 
Young's inequality, 
(1) uv~f/J(x, u)+ lJf(x, v) 
with equality if U=7pz(v). For given x, let v=.il. and U=7pz(v). Then 
(2) lJf(x, A)= 'lfz(A)A- <P(x, 7px(.il.)). 
This holds for all x ELl; i.e., given x, either lJf(x, A)=oo and 'lfz(A)=oo, 
or (2) holds with all terms finite. To prove the function x --+ lJf(x, A) 
measurable, it is sufficient to prove x --+ 'lfx(.il.) measurable, for then the 
function f/J(x, 'lfx(.il.)) is measurable(§ 2); by (2) so is the function lJf(x, .il.). 
To this end, take any a>O; we are to prove that {x EE1 : 'lfx(A)<a} and 
{x E E2: 'lfx(A) <a}, where E1 = Ll [p > 1] and E2 = Ll [p = 1 ], are measurable 
sets. Assume x E E1. Then cpa;(u) is a strictly increasing function of u. 
Therefore cpa; is a one-one function with 'lfz as its inverse in the strict 
sense; i.e., 'lfzcpx(u)=u and cpx'lfz(v)=v for all u E [0, oo) and all v in the 
range of cpa;. Furthermore, 'lfx(.il.)<a if and only if A<cpx(a). To prove 
this last statement, assume 'lfx(A)<a. If A=cpx(a) then 'lfx(A)=a, a contra-
diction, while if .il.>cpx(a), then by ZAANEN [1], Ch. 5, §4, lemma a, 
'lfx(A);;:;a, a contradiction; hence .il.<cpx(a). Now assume A<cpx(a). Then, 
by Zaanen, ibid., 'lfx(A) <a, as desired. The result of our calculations is that 
(3) ~ {x EE1: 7pz(A)<a}={x EE1: A<cpx(a)} ( = {x E E 1 : .il. < cpo(aP<zl)p(x)aP(z)-1 }. 
But cpo(aP(z)) is a measurable function of x (ZAANEN [1 ], Ch. 5, § 5); 
by (3), {x E E1: 'lfx(A) <a} is measurable. On E 2 , 'lfz(A) is constant; hence 
{x E E2: 'lfx(.il.)<a} is measurable. (F1) (b) is proven. 
To prove (F2) (a), note that J.1<P(x, 1)d,u.(x)<oo. For (F2) (b), let 
E1, B2 be as above. Let Po be the Young function complementary to <Po. 
16 Series A 
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On E2 the function P(x, A)= Po(A) is summable for a suitable A> 0 small 
enough to insure that Po(A) < oo; such a A exists since rpo is not identically 
zero(§ 2). We thus have only to prove that JE1 P(x, A)d,u(x)<oo for some 
}.>0. For all xEE1 we have rpx(u)~rpo(u) provided that u>l. Since rpo 
is not identically zero, we can choose u0 , v0 such that O<vo, uo> I, and 
rpo(uo)~vo. Let A=Vo/2>0. Then rpx(uo)~rpo(uo)~vo>A for all x E E1. 
Therefore, by ZA.ANEN [I], Ch. 5, § 4, lemma rx, 'lpx(A) < uo. For all x E E 1 
and all t~A we thus have 'lpx(t)<uo, whence P(x, A)=fo"'lfJx(t)dt<}.uo. 
In other words, 
fE1 P(x, A)d,u(x) ~ AUoft(EI) < oo. 
The proof of (F2) (b) is complete. 
It has now been proven that lfJ and P satisfy the conditions (FI) and 
(F2). These functions thus generate in the usual way, according to § 2, 
theorem I, a pair of VO-spaces X and Y, respectively, such that, for all 
I EX and g E Y, we have 
IIIII Y' ~ 211/llx, 
Let P be a fixed number, P>sup {p(x): x ELl}. Given t, O~t~ I, let 
l]Jt( u) = Wo( ul-t+tP) for all u ~ 0. Since P > I, each function l]Jt is a Young 
function. Let .fF={lfJt: O~t~I}. We will prove that the VO-space X 
is simply parametrized by the layered family .%. That is, we will verify 
conditions (G I) through (G5). 
(GI) is evident. 
(G2) Recall that Wo(2u)~MolPo(u) for all u~O. Thus, if Q>O is an 
integer, Wo(2Qu)~MoQlJJo(u); taking Q~P and setting M =MoQ gives 
the desired result. 
(G3) follows from the continuity of lfJ0 • 
(G4) Choose uo'>O such that Wo(uo')>O, and let uo=max{u0',I}. 
If u> uo and 0 ~ tr <t2 ~I, then uo' <u1-tt+ttP <u1--t,+t,P. Since rp0(uo') > 0 
and rpo is non-decreasing, the Young function lJJ0 must be strictly 
increasing on (u0', oo). Hence lfJt•(u)<lfJt•(u). 
(G5) Assume 0 ~ tr < t2 ~I, and a> 0, b > 1. For all large u, 
(4) bul-t,+ttP < ul-t.+t.P. 
By the convexity of Wo and the fact that Ifb <I, we have blPo(u) ~ Wo(bu) 
for all u~ 0. So, taking any u~a large enough that (4} may be satisfied, 
and that lfJ0(bul-t.+t,P) > 0, we have by the fact that l]J0 is strictly 
increasing on [bul-tt+ttP, oo), that 
blfJt•( u) =' blPo( ul-t.+t,P) ~ Wo( bul-t.+ttP) < 
< lJJo(ul-t.+t.P) = l]Jt•(u), 
q.e.d. 
We have thus shown that X is simply parametrized by the layered 
family .%. 
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If p(x) = 1 for almost all x ELl, then X reduces to an ordinary Orlicz 
space, with <J>(2u);;;,.M<J>(u). For such an X we use the notation LMcz;(LI). 
(See LUXEMBURG [1), Oh. 2 and LUXEMBURG and ZAANEN [2), § 1). If 
on the other hand, fPo(u)=u for all u~O, X reduces to a "variable 
LP-space", that is, a modulared space with modular m(f) = fLIIf(x)IP(xld,u(x). 
These spaces will be discussed in more detail in the next paper. 
Finally, we make one more remark. Returning to the example discussed 
in this section, let Po=sup {p(x): x ELl}, so that Po=1-t+tP for some 
t, 0;2,_t< l. Given E E A with ,u(E)>O, we have LMcz;t(E) :::> LMcz;•(E). For 
if u>uo then <J>t(u)<fPl(u). Hence LMcz;t(E) "J LMcz;•(E). To prove the 
inclusion is proper, suppose not. By LUXEMBURG [1], Oh. 2, § 1, lemma 1, 
since ,u is non -atomic, there exist constants a, b > 0 such that, for all 
u~a, <J>l(u) ;;;,.b<J>t(u), which contradicts (G5). Thus the inclusion is proper, 
as desired. By the inequality <J>o(u)~<J>(x, u);;;,.<J>t(u) (u>uo), we have, 
whenever ,u(E) > 0, the inclusion LMcz;o(E) "J X(E) :::> LMcz;•(E). 
5. Conclusion 
The foregoing results will be used in the second and concluding paper 
in this series. The modular m(f)=fLI<J>(x, lf(x)l)d,u(x) has the property, that 
for all fin the VO-space X generated by m, the set function m(/xE), E E A, 
is completely additive. Any modular with this property may be called 
completely additive. We now ask: Which norms on Banach function spaces 
are generated by completely additive modulars? The next article presents 
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